Abstract-In this paper a novel incremental nonnegative matrix factorization (INMF) for SAR target recognition is proposed in order to overcome the defect that conventional methods have in online processing. When training samples increase, unlike conventional NMF-based methods computing both original and new samples to retrain a new model, INMF just computes the new samples to update the trained model incrementally, which can avoid repetitive learning original samples and reduce the computation cost. Meanwhile, the INMF with Lp constraint is proposed by setting the updating process under Lp sparse constraint for matrices decomposition. The proposed Lp-INMF can solve the problem of the computational cost increasing along with the sample increasing which is common in traditional methods. Experiment results on MSTAR data verify that the recognition performance obtained by Lp-INMF outperforms other traditional methods, and the recognition efficiency can be improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a kind of important ground observation method, which has the characteristics of all-weather and all-weather. SAR target recognition using SAR image information to determine the property of target such as type, species and so on. There is a specific application requirement in battlefield reconnaissance, precision strike and other military areas for SAR target recognition to enhance the SAR sensor information perception, which is one of the key technologies to realize the application of SAR technology [1] [2] .
SAR target recognition performance is closely related to the complete degree of training samples. With the continuous acquisition and abundance of SAR data, the number of target samples also increased gradually. However, in the feature extraction process, the traditional methods add the new samples directly into the original sample set, thus it leads to repetitive training of training samples and increased computational cost, which reduces the efficiency of recognition. One way to solve this problem is to research incremental learning methods to replace traditional batch learning methods in SAR feature extraction [3] .
In fact, the feature extraction method based on incremental learning has been proposed and applied in various fields [4] [5] [6] . Incremental principal component analysis (IPCA) is proposed which is extended by principal component analysis (PCA) and applied in the field of face recognition later [7] [8] . Incremental linear discriminant analysis (ILDA) is derived which is based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [9] . ILDA optimizes separability of classes incrementally and is applied to face recognition task. Incremental nonnegative matrix factorization (INMF) is proposed to use the progressive deduction method to improve the traditional nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), and applied to the video surveillance task [10] . The three feature extraction algorithms have been widely applied in the SAR target recognition.
Compared with other methods, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is able to obtain part of the target feature representation, which is more in line with human cognitive mechanism, and has better performance than other methods in SAR target recognition [11] [12] . On the basis of this, sparse constraint on NMF is analyzed benefit for the SAR target recognition. And nonnegative matrix factorization methods based on sparse constraint such as nonnegative sparse coding (NNSC) and L 1/2 -NMF are applied to the SAR target recognition, and the recognition performance is better than ordinary NMF [13] .
In order to improve recognition efficiency in SAR online recognition task, incremental nonnegative matrix factorization with L p sparse constraint is proposed in this paper. The proposed L p -INMF use L p sparse constraint of NMF as recognition performance enhancement. p is variable so that different norm constraints can be used freely. Experiment results on MSTAR data verify that the recognition performance obtained by L p -INMF outperforms PCA, NMF and INMF, and the recognition efficiency can be improved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II and section III introduces the formula derivation of the proposed method. Then Section IV presents experimental results. Finally in section V the conclusion and future work are stated.
II. CONVENTIONAL NMF
In this section, conventional NMF is explained and from which we analyze and derivate conventional NMF with L p sparse constraint (L p -NMF).
A. NMF
Assume that a sample is represented by a m dimensional vector and the number of training samples is equal to n. Therefore, V, the data matrix, will be an m by n matrix where V ij refers to an entity in V (i = 1,...,m, j = 1,...,n). As it shown by (1), conventional NMF approximately factorizes the data matrix ( V ∈ R m×n ) into two matrices: W ∈ R m×r , the basis data, and H ∈ R r×n , which is called as the encoding matrix. r is a pre-defined parameter which is named as rank of the factorization and determines the level of dimension reduction.
V consists of column vectors each of which corresponds to a different sample. Each column vector in V has a corresponding representation in the coding matrix H. (2) shows that the elements in a column of H determine how to combine the columns of W in constructing the corresponding column of V.
Conventionally the NMF scheme minimizes a cost function described in terms of the reconstruction error defined by (3).
This error function F is a convex function of W and H separately. Therefore, multiplicative and alternating update rules for W and H are derived via gradient decent optimization. The update rules for the elements of matrix W and H are given by (4) and (5), where i = 1,...,m, j = 1,...,n, µ = 1,...,r.
Considering sparse constraint on NMF can improve SAR recognition performance, the L p constraint is added to each of the corresponding samples in the coding matrix H. The new objective function is defined by (6) , where h j is the column of H, • p represent the L p constraint of the vector, 0 < p ≤ 2, the Lagrange multiplier λ > 0.
By using the gradient descent method, the update rules for the elements of matrix W and H are easy to be derived. Apparently the update rule for the elements of matrix W is same as NMF which is shown in (7) .
The calculation procedure of the update rule for the elements of matrix H is as follow:
(8) Thus, the iterative rule of the elements of matrix H is easy to derive which is shown in (9) .
The goal of incremental method of NMF is to update factor matrixes W and H by adding effects of subsequent samples without requiring computing previous samples repeatedly. Therefore a new column should be added to both V and H, and basis matrix W needs to be updated for each new sample. Following subsections describe the introduced incremental form of the cost function and updating rules derived for L p -INMF.
A. Formulating the Cost Function of L p -INMF
Let W k and H k denote the optimized factor matrices of the initial k samples where k ≥ 2r. In (10), F k refers to the cost function corresponding to L p -NMF representation of the first k samples.
When the (k+1)th sample, v k+1 , arrives, the reconstruction error is formulated by (11) and (12) .
Thus, When the (k+1)th sample, v k+1 , arrives, the cost function of L p -INMF can be divide into F k and f k+1 . f k+1 is the part which is relevant to the (k+1)th sample. Thus, when the new sample is added, the original model can be updated only according to the new information, and not to be recalculated. 
Thus, the iterative rules of matrix W k+1 and column h k+1 are easy to derive:
After the end of each new sample update, you need to store the history information for the next update use, the storage matrixes are given by (17) and (18).
Apparently using storage matrixes decrease the calculation quantity of iteration.
In summary, incremental learning process of L p -INMF is shown by Fig.1 . The basis matrix W new and h new are constantly updated along with samples increasing. The last W new is the final result of this incremental learning process which can be used in feature extraction. 
A. Recognition Performance Analysis
Experiments are repeated 10 times and the average accuracies along with training number increasing, are recorded for comparisons. The average accuracy of four conventional methods (PCA, NMF, L 1 -NMF, L 1/2 -NMF) are shown in TABLE II.   TABLE II  AVERAGE ACCURACIES OF FOUR CONVENTIONAL METHODS Target Class  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10   SUM  Target Type  BMP2  BTR70  T72  BTR60 2S1 BRDM2 D7 T62 ZIL131 ZSU23/4  sn-9563 sn-9566 sn-c21 sn-c71 sn-132 sn-812 sn-s7   Train  233  N/A  N/A  233  232  N/A  N/A  256  299  298  299 299  299  299  2747   Test  195  196  196  196  196  195  191  195  274  274  274 273  274  274 3203 Accuracy details of the incremental learning process are shown in Fig. 2 . When p is set to 1, L 1 -INMF is compared with conventional methods (PCA, NMF, L 1 -NMF) in Fig.  2(a) . When p is set to 1/2, L 1/2 -INMF is compared with conventional methods (PCA, NMF, L 1/2 -NMF) in Fig 2(b) . Two incremental methods with L p sparse constraint (L 1 -INMF and L 1/2 -INMF) are compared with conventional NMF and incremental NMF without sparse constraint in Fig 2(c) . The best recognition rates of three incremental methods (INMF, L 1 -INMF, L 1/2 -INMF) for every class are shown in TABLE III.
In TABLE II, NMF with L p sparse constraint can obtain higher accuracy than ordinary NMF when emphp is set to 1 and 1/2. L 1/2 -NMF obtains the best accuracy, which is verified by previous study [13] .
In Fig 2 (a) 
B. Recognition Efficiency Analysis
As described in IV A, experiments are repeated 10 times and the mean running times, are recorded for comparisons. Considering sparse constraint is almost independent of the computation time, incremental methods (IM: INMF, L p -INMF) is compared with conventional methods (CM: NMF, L p -NMF) in Fig. 3 .
Along with training samples increasing, training time of conventional methods is gradually increased when training time of incremental methods almost keep stable, which is shown in Fig. 3 . When training samples increase, conventional methods must conduct repetitive learning when incremental methods just update the model by computing the new sample.
Incremental PCA (IPCA) is also tested in our experiments but IPCA is not the right methods because of its huge computational amount. When the number of initial sample number is 200, computation time of single sample updating for incremental NMF methods (INMF, L 1 -INMF and L 1/2 -INMF) and IPCA is shown in Fig. 4 . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, SAR target recognition via incremental nonnegative matrix factorization with L p sparse constraint (L p -INMF) is proposed to overcome the defect that conventional methods have in online processing. The proposed L p -INMF can solve the problem of the computational cost increasing along with the sample increasing which is common in traditional methods, which is verified in the experiments results on MSTAR data. In the update speed, L p -INMF runs faster than conventional methods (NMF, L p -NMF) and incremental methods (IPCA) when p is set to 1 and 1/2. In the recognition performance, L p -INMF can obtain higher accuracy than conventional methods (PCA, NMF, L p -NMF) and incremental method (INMF) when p is set to 1 and 1/2. Therefore, the proposed approach for SAR target recognition can improve recognition efficiency and use sparse constraint of NMF as recognition performance enhancement.
Consider L 1 -NMF (NNSC) and L 1/2 -NMF had been proved feasible in SAR target recognition, we just set p to 1 and 1/2 in the experiments. In the future, we will experiment to study the optimal setting method of parameter p for L p -INMF in SAR online recognition task.
